DU VERRE DESIGNER FEATURE

GOODMAN CHARLTON

THIS DYNAMIC DUO INJECT GLAMOUR AND SOPHISTICATION
IN EVERYTHING THEY DO INCLUDING HARDWARE!
Du Verre Hardware is delighted to have had the incredible
opportunity to work with renowned design team Goodman
Charlton on the popular Marcel collection. Originally
conceived for the Marcel Hotel in New York, Marcel hardware
is chic and modern. Its geometric playfulness is the perfect
detail to enhance the look of fine furniture and cabinetry.
Based in New York, Goodman Charlton loves to fuse retro
styles with futuristic freshness to make modern interiors
cutting-edge. Their design practice is well founded by a
host of academic and design credentials. Jeffrey Goodman
is a Magna cum Laude graduate from Harvard College
and Steven Charlton is an honors graduate from Brighton
School of Art in England. In 1998 they formed Goodman
Charlton, their eponymous design firm that specializes in
creating hotels, restaurants, residential interiors and unique
furniture designs.
Their accomplishments are impressive. Goodman Charlton
has recently completed several very large-scale projects
including the 59 story, LEED certified Epic Building in
Manhattan, the re-design of the Empire Room cocktail
lounge in the iconic Empire State Building and several hotels

in both LA and New York including The Clark, The Marcel
and The Bentley. All of these required a complete transformation including décor, furnishing, lighting, carpets, textiles
and original art. They do it all.
Du Verre Creative Director, Gina Lubin says: “ When I think
of Goodman Charlton, the word glamour comes to mind.
Their remarkable talent is to achieve rich interiors that evoke
sophistication and luxury in highly functional, contemporary
settings. I love it!”
It’s no surprise they have worked for some of the most sought
after celebrities from Hollywood and Rock and Roll fame.
Madonna, Prince, Bruce Springsteen and Ringo Starr are
among their clients.
Highly regarded by the press, their work has been recognized
by House Beautiful, Vogue, The New York Times and Elle Décor.
Du Verre Hardware collaborates with extraordinary designers
from all aspects of the design world to bring freshness and
originality to kitchens, bathroom and important furniture.
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